Near-infrared diffuse optical tomography has been demonstrated with video rate acquisition of the transmitted signal for 8 sources and 8 detectors. The system design is outlined with components illustrated, and tomographic images are shown for phantoms and tissues. The system uses spectral encoding of the laser sources at small wavelength increments to allow each source location to be discerned at the detector. The key to this is spectrally dispersing the different wavelengths prior to detection, with a video rate CCD. Possible uses for this type of system are in the area of physiological monitoring and contrast agent kinetic imaging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Near-infrared imaging with diffuse light in tomography mode has been examined for a couple of decades. Only recently has there been a focus on developing fast imaging systems, as much of the attention has focused on biological applications which did not require fast imaging in tomographic mode. Fast imaging in remission mode has been a staple of functional activation studies, yet in tomographic mode, the ability to resolve location has been problematic, because the resolution of diffuse tomography is quite limited. However in recent years, the marriage of diffuse tomography with ultrasound [1], tomosynthesis [2] and MRI [3-5] have shown that diffuse tomography may not be limited by the low resolution limitation of the inverse image reconstruction problem. Rather, it is possible to couple such systems into the standard clinical imaging modalities and utilize their superior localization capabilities, and then provide NIR spectral information about those localized regions.

In this abstract, we discuss one aspect of an advanced tomography system, namely the ability to design a system which achieves video frame rate [6, 7], similar to an ultrasound system, whereby tomographic data and images are provided by having parallel source and parallel detection simultaneously. There are several configurations which would possibly allow this type of detection, including...

**Figure 1.** Graphical representation of two methods to parallelize the source locations (smaller red input arrows) to be measured at a single detector location (larger black output arrow). In (a) different heterodyne frequencies are used to encode the multiple source locations, which can then be detected simultaneously with one detector and the signal mixed with the original carrier frequency, \( f \). Then each source signal is extracted from the Fourier transform of the data, where the location of the source is encoded by \( \delta f_1, \delta f_2, \delta f_3 \). This approach has the inherent limitation that each additional source reduces the dynamic range of the detector, and hence decreases the signal to noise ratio. In (b), the spectral encoding of the sources is accomplished by offsetting the wavelength by small amounts, \( \delta \lambda_1, \delta \lambda_2, \delta \lambda_3 \), which are sufficient to allow signal separation at the output by using a high resolution spectrometer. The detection of the signal can still be done in frequency domain if coupled to multiple fast PMTs.
frequency-encoding of the light sources, as introduced by Fraceschini et al [8] and illustrated in Figure 1(a), but in this abstract we demonstrate the concept of wavelength encoding of the light source, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). This approach is implemented in hardware and demonstrated for its utility in both phantom studies and tissue studies.

2. METHODS

The system was constructed from components purchased from electronics and laser/optics suppliers, as described in a previous paper [7]. The essence of the system was eight diode lasers all working at the same nominal wavelength band, but being tuned to slightly offset wavelengths by approximately 1.4 nm each, through temperature and power control of their set points. The lasers were introduced to fibers and launched into the tissue at 8 equally spaced locations in a circle. A series of 8 pick up fibers were placed also equally spaced around the circular region, to deliver remitted light to the spectrometer/CCD detector. At the spectrometer end, all fibers were placed in a vertical line, aligned with the spectrometer entrance slit, and the light was spread laterally through the spectrometer to separate each of the different wavelength bands at the CCD surface. This configuration allowed detection of all 8 source light signals at all 8 detector points in parallel, with the only limitation on acquisition being the frame rate of the CCD and the input light intensity.

3. RESULTS

Wavelength measurements were taken with the system, and the driving current and temperature settings were adjusted to provide equally spaced wavelengths within the 776 to 787 nm wavelength band. This is illustrated in the intensity graph of Figure 3(a). A reference sample from each laser was taken with a prism, immediately at the output of each laser, and these were all fed into the spectrometer at a single fiber location in the bottom to allow for control of the laser intensities. The transmitted intensities were measured by streaming the CCD camera to files which could be read in post processing and intensities binned in a MATLAB program to provide accurate measurements.

Using homogeneous phantoms, the intensity was plotted as a function of distance between the source and detector point, as a way to determine if the attenuation followed that which would be expected for a diffusing medium. This log intensity plot is shown in Figure 3(b), along with the best fit exponential decay curves. The straight lines indicate that the attenuation was approximately like a direct exponential curve, with the slope of this graph being the effective attenuation coefficient.

Figure 2. The eight diode lasers are shown with fiber temperature controlled laser (upper photo) and the fibers feed into the phantom/tissue imaging array shown in the lower photo, at left. The black pick up fibers exit the imaging region, and are all bundled into the spectrometer in the center of the photo, at the linear entrance slit. The Acton spectrometer spreads the wavelengths with a 1200 l/mm grating, onto the video rate capable CCD, Cascade 512F (Princeton Instruments).

Figure 3. In (a), the readout of equal intensity input from all eight lasers is shown with the wavelength listed along the bottom, to illustrate the distribution of wavelengths used. In (b) the output intensity as a function of distance from the source is listed for three different imaging regions.
The photograph shown in Figure 4 shows the setup for phantom testing of dynamic changes, with a cup of Intralipid and a black ball bearing being rotated within the cup. The path of rotation is illustrated in the diagrams at right and at bottom. Once again, the CCD readout was streamed to file and the intensities extracted for post processing. NIRFAST [9] image reconstruction was used to recover images, with assumed transport scattering coefficients, as predicted by diffusion theory. Reconstructed images of the ball bearing rotating are shown in Figure 5. Interestingly, there are small intensity fluctuations in the reconstruction as the ball passes between the adjacent fibers, but the overall reconstruction repeatability with position was within 15%.

For initial in vivo testing, a mouse leg was utilized to image the blood pulsation in the muscle. Both legs were imaged successively, with one leg having compromised blood flow due to blockage of the iliac artery, while the other leg had normal blood flow. The tomographic images of these legs are shown below in Figure 6, with each pair of images being one of a sequence of images at 1/30th of a second. The blood flow pulsation in the left leg can be seen between images 3 and 4 as a successive decrease in overall intensity, whereas the intensity of pulsation is significantly less in the right leg.

**4. DISCUSSION**

The system tested and illustrated here was described in detail recently in two publications [6, 7], but the data from the system is further illustrated here with in vivo testing. The system provides capture of tomographic data at 35 frames per second at a single wavelength band. Alterations are ongoing to add a second wavelength band to the system, to allow capture of oxygen saturation and total hemoglobin images.

Dynamic range issues limit the current configuration to small animal imaging, yet extension to larger animals is possible with careful optimization of the laser sources and CCD intensity calibration and attenuation. Ongoing studies illustrate that frequency domain detection is also possible by replacing the CCD with a fiber coupler to PMTs. PMTs have a faster temporal response which would allow detection of signals in the range of 100 MHz, and they also have a lower power detection threshold. This modified configuration will be demonstrated in the near future.
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